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Follow the
Principals



– High Availability and Reliability

– High System Performance

– Ease of Modular and Incremental Growth

– Automatic Load and Resource Sharing

– Good Response to Temporary Overloads

– Easy Expansion in Capacity and/or Function

Claims for “benefits” provided by Distributed 
Processing Systems

P.H. Enslow, “What is a Distributed Data Processing 
System?” Computer, January 1978



Definitional Criteria for a Distributed 
Processing System

–Multiplicity of resources

–Component interconnection

–Unity of control 

– System transparency

–Component autonomy

P.H. Enslow and T. G. Saponas “”Distributed and 
Decentralized Control in Fully Distributed Processing 
Systems” Technical Report, 1981



Unity of Control

All the component of the system 
should be unified in their desire to 
achieve a common goal. This goal 
will determine the rules according to 
which each of these elements will be 
controlled.



Component autonomy

The components of the system, both the 
logical and physical, should be autonomous
and are thus afforded the ability to refuse a 
request of service made by another element. 
However, in order to achieve the system’s 
goals they have to interact in a cooperative
manner and thus adhere to a common set of 
policies. These policies should be carried out 
by the control schemes of each element. 



1968



On the second page of the paper … 





Focus on Research 
Computing



HTCondor at 

Collin Mehring



Using HTCondor Since 2011



How do we have HTCondor configured?

● All DAG jobs

○ Many steps involved in rendering a frame

● GroupId.NodeId.JobId instead of ClusterId

○ Easier communication between departments

● No preemption (yet)

○ Deadlines are important - No lost work

○ Checkpointing coming soon in new renderer

● Heavy use of group accounting

○ Render Units (RU), the scaled core-hour

○ Productions pay for their share of the farm

● Execution host configuration profiles

○ e.g. Desktops only run jobs at night

○ Easy deployment and profile switching

● Load data from JobLog/Spool files into 

Postgres, Influx, and analytics databases

Quick Facts

● Central Manager and backup (HA)

○ On separate physical servers

● One Schedd per show, scaling up to ten

○ Split across two physical servers

● About 1400 execution hosts

○ ~45k server cores, ~15k desktop cores

○ Almost all partitionable slots

● Complete an average of 160k jobs daily

● An average frame takes 1200 core hours 

over its lifecycle

● Trolls took ~60 million core-hours





2003



The current (young) generation of researchers 
transitioned from the desk/lap top to the 
Jupyter notebook

• Researcher “lives” in the notebook

• Bring Python to the HTC environment –
bindings and APIs

• Bring HTC to Python – the HTMap module 

• Support testing and debugging of HTC 
applications/workflows in the notebook





D. H. J Epema, Miron Livny, R. van Dantzig, X. Evers, and Jim Pruyne, "A Worldwide 

Flock of Condors : Load Sharing among  Workstation Clusters" Journal on Future 

Generations of Computer Systems, Volume 12, 1996
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Submit locally
(queue and manage your resource 

acquisition and job execution locally)

and run globally
(acquire and use any resource that is 
capable and willing to run your jobs) 



Agile, Shared Computing
“submit locally, run globally”

CHTC

Campus Grid

The Cloud

Open Science

Grid (OSG)

HPC



Researcher always has to pay for the 
acquired resources

• Real money – to a hardware vendor or 
a commercial cloud provider

• Allocation – to a government or 
university owned facility

• Priority/share – to a community or 
opportunistic (fair-share) facility 



The HTC community prefers late binding of 
work (managed locally) to (global) resources
• Separation between acquisition of (global) 

resources and assignment (delegation) of 
work to the resource once acquired and 
ready to serve

• Accomplished by a distributed HTC overlay 
that is deployed on-the-fly and presents 
the dynamically acquired (global) 
resources as a unified managed HTC 
system



In 1996 I introduced the distinction between High 

Performance Computing (HPC) and High 

Throughput Computing (HTC) in a seminar at the 

NASA Goddard Flight Center in and a month later at the 
European Laboratory for Particle Physics (CERN). In June 
of 1997 HPCWire published an interview on High 
Throughput Computing. 



High Throughput Computing 
requires automation as it is 

a 24-7-365 activity that involves 
large numbers of jobs and 

computing resources

FLOPY  (60*60*24*7*52)*FLOPS

100K Hours*1 Job ≠ 1 H*100K J



“… many fields today rely on high-
throughput computing for discovery.”

“Many fields increasingly rely on high-
throughput computing” 



“Recommendation 2.2. NSF should (a) … 
and (b) broaden the accessibility and 
utility of these large-scale platforms by 
allocating high-throughput as well as 

high-performance workflows to them.”



What does all this mean for 
researchers with ever growing HTC 

workloads? 

Less money for acquisition of compute 
resources and more allocations of 
computing capacity on (very) large (HPC) 
facilities!



Facilitation and 
Usibility



Research Computing Facilitation
accelerating research transformations

proactive engagement

personalized guidance

teach-to-fish training

technology agnostic

collaboration liaising

upward advocacy









Work @ CHTC -
a progress report



Support for (large) groups (sets) of jobs 
and resources

• Groups are quasi homogeneous

• Support for storage acquisition to 
facilitate staging/buffering of input 
and output data

• Support a range (early-late, eager-lazy) 
of resource binding 



Overcome limited (no) network connectivity 
to the worker nodes or the head node

• Reverse initiation of TCP/IP 
communication through the Condor 
Communication Broker (CCB)

• Use file transfers as a communication 
channel for work delegation (dropbox
semantic) 

• Deploy the HTCondor StartD as an edge 
service



Recognize and fully support Acquisition 
Management jobs by the HTC services 
framework
• Make the state of the acquisition visible to 

external observers
• Integrate with workload management 

systems 
• Minimize impact of faults on waste and 

cost overruns  
• Manage account information and produce 

audit trails 



Make “time” a first class element of HTC 
workload management
• Not all resource acquisitions are 

opportunistic and therefore may have a 
set (or unlimited) duration

• It is OK to request (demand?) run time 
estimations from users

• It is OK to kill jobs (badput) if a job 
exceeds its runtime estimation

• Support heterogeneous execution 
environement



Thank you for building such

a wonderful and thriving
HTC community


